SUPPORT STAFF CELEBRATIONS
1 April, 2019
“It is only through Support and painful effort,
by grim energy and resolute courage that we
move on to better things.”
Support Day was celebrated on 1 April, 2019
with full aplomb through a special assembly
by Patel House. The DMA fraternity came
together to honour and support the
maintenance staff who works tirelessly to
render us a comfortable and a clean working
atmosphere. Students expressed their
gratitude towards the support staff narrating
the
achievements,
dedication
and
extraordinary contribution of our
praiseworthy employees. They presented a bouquet of dance, poem and a group song to edify the support staff. Revered
Principal and honourable Vice Principal felicitated the support staff of the school by distributing gifts and appreciated them for
their commendable services. Mr Vijay was graced with a Shawl as a token of gratitude for rendering a dedicated service for a
span of 40 years. The support staff also thanked the management and the school fraternity for their everlasting cooperation.
Principal Dr (Mrs) Ritu Dewan congratulated the support Staff, thanked them for their selfless services and focused on the
priceless contribution of the workers for the smooth functioning of the institution. She also urged the students to lend a helping
hand to all support staff.
CLASS XII BOARD RESULT – JOURNEY TO SUCCESS
2nd May, 2019
“There is no secret to success. It is the result of
preparation, hard work and learning from failure”
DMA added yet another feather in its crown of glory by
brilliant achievement in All India Senior Secondary
Central Board Result 2019. Total 480 students appeared
in the examination. 366 students were of Science
Stream, 86 of Commerce Stream & 28 of Humanities.
Atul Dhillon secured 98.2% marks and emerged as
topper of Science Stream & Ekta Singh bagged First
position in Commerce Stream by securing 96.4% marks.
Runjhun Dhamija secured 97.8% marks and topped
Humanities. 61 students obtained 100 marks in various
subjects. Principal Dr. (Mrs.) Ritu Dewan applauded the
staff and students for putting in their best efforts for
bringing laurels to their school. She informed that the
subject toppers will be awarded with the Marker Cup and Cash Amount of Rs. 10000/- scholarship and the teachers who attained
their targets of the subject average will be rewarded. She congratulated the students for their glorious success. She also
congratulated the parents and teachers for having been the best guides.
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Finals of Inter house Football
competition (Middle Section)
4th May, 2019
Games are an integral part of the
holistic grooming which directs one
to be competitive while keeping the
spirit of honesty and camaraderie
alive. To nurture the quality of
sportsmanship and inculcate the
importance of physical activities, an
Inter House Football Competition
was held for the students of classes
VII and VIII. The young, zealous and
budding footballers participated
enthusiastically as their fellow
students cheered for their respective house team. The final match witnessed neck to neck competition between the two houses Gandhi and Patel. Both the teams tried to outshine each other on the field to prove their mettle. The players displayed a perfect
example of sportsmanship, enthusiasm and zeal. Patel house won the finals by defeating Gandhi house by 2-1.
SATURDAY ACTIVITY
4th MAY, 2019
DMA witnessed the essence of gratitude in Saturday’s activity. The students of class VIII engaged in “Broach making” while class
VII students made a handmade “Greeting Card” for their mothers to be presented on Mother’s Day. Teachers made an earnest
effort to instil the importance of mother in a child’s life and gave them myriad ideas to express their unconditional love. Students
passionately got involved in the activity and displayed their aesthetic skills.
CLASS X RESULT - DAY of CELEBRATION
6th May, 2019
"There are no secrets to success. It is the result of preparation, hard work, and learning from failure."
6TH May 2019 was a day of celebration for DMA. 453 DMA students appeared in the board exam and produced 100 % result. Each
student of DMA is a shining star with special potential and all came out with flying colours. Overall toppers who made the
institution proud were Sahil Tomar with 99.0%, Dolly with 98.4% and Shruti Gupta, Vansh Pratap, Rishika Tyagi with 98.2%. It
was a moment of great pride for the Academy that 54 students secured 100%. 98 students secured more than 90%. 151 students
secured more than 85% result hence proving that DMA is one of the best schools in Meerut. Honourable Principal Dr (Mrs) Ritu
Dewan congratulated all the students for their commendable performance and making DMA proud and blessed them for a bright
future.

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY ON KRANTI DIWAS
9th May, 2019
Freedom all solace to man gives; He lives at ease that freely lives.
Extraordinary courage and undauntedness are the traits of true heroes, who laid their lives defending the sovereignty of the
nation. To commemorate the sepoy
mutiny and the first spark of revolt
which brought a turning point in the
history of India, special assembly
was conducted by the students of
Tagore house. Beautifully hosted,
the assembly initiated with the
floral tribute to the martyrs
followed by the prayer as a humble
sublimation to the Almighty. The
well synchronized programme of an
inspiring speech, patriotic songs,
eloquent poems, electrifying dance
and beautiful enactments, aroused
the immense sense of pride for
one’s nation in every heart and
apprised the students of the
necessity to raise voice against
cruelty and injustice. Honourable Principal saluted the brave spirits who made us feel proud of our nation and enabled us to
breathe in free air. She also urged the students that love for country is above all things.
NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY DAY
11th May 2019
DMA celebrated the National Technology Day on May 11, 2019 to
commemorate the advancements and achievements of the country
in the field of Technology. Technology development is the soul of a
country and we are proud to have excelled in technology
advancement in all its branches. Different competitions were
organized to glorify the importance of science in day to day life
which motivates us to adopt science as a field of career.
Competitions like quiz for classes VII and VIII, Science Model for
classes IX and X and Newsletter Designing Competition for class XI
were organized. All the four Houses Gandhi, Nehru, Patel and Tagore
participated with full vigour and enthusiasm. Patel House bagged 1st position and Nehru stood second in Science Model
Competition. First position was secured by Nehru House in the News Letter Designing; Second position was shared by Tagore and
Gandhi houses.
Special Assembly on International Family Day Celebration
14th May, 2019
“Friends may come and go, but a family lasts forever.”
In order to reflect the importance of international community
attached to families and to realize and perceive the value of
family in their lives, various programs were organized by Gandhi
House students. To add beauty in the ambience, bulletin boards
were decorated with pictures and quotes depicting the
importance of this day. Through an emotional music number, a
meaningful skit and a thought provoking speech, the students of
Gandhi House indicated that families are the centre of the society
and provide an unconditional support to the family members of
all ages. The assembly enabled the students to recognize that the
family provides a sense of belonging and a unique identity to
them. It also created a special emotional feeling in the students about their family and provided them with an opportunity to
express their feelings about their family as well. Honourable Principal Dr (Mrs) Ritu Dewan, addressed the assembly to motivate
the students with her pearls of wisdom and informed the gathering about the initiative taken by the school to donate food and
clothes to the under privileged children on every Monday .

Inter School Speech Competition
15th May 2019
“Let us go forward in this battle fortified by conviction that those who labour in the service of a great and good cause will never
fail.” - Olien Arthur
Keeping in sync with this maxim DMA hosted the VII Inter School Declamation contest in collaboration with Sarokar-an NGO
always striving for making the youth of today aware about their duties towards nation under the drive -Rediscovering the spirit of
renaissance on the topic “If you do not value your freedom, you will lose it and the irony is that if it is material wealth or comfort
that you value more, you will lose these first too.” 11 teams consisting of 22 participants in English and Hindi from different
schools participated in the contest. The eminent
personalities, Mr Shailash Kumar, the President of
Sarokar, Mr Lakhan Tomar, the coordinator, Mrs. Indu
Tomar, the Treasurer and Mr Pranveer Singh, the
Secretary of Sarokar graced the occasion with their benign
presence. The competition was adjudged by a panel of
five judges-Col. J.S Teotia, Former D.Ga.P S.M Mathur, Dr.
Deepti Shukla, Mr Amit Gupta and Professor Ativeer
Singh.
The objective of speech contest was to equip young
students with the skills of thinking clearly, speaking
persuasively and listening to the opinions of others
critically and constructively and enable them to hone, test
and demonstrate their oratory skills. Eight teams including
team DMA comprising of Vishnupriya and Shreya Dadwal
qualified for the final round of the competition.
SCIENCE ACTIVITIES
20th May, 2019
Tell me and I forget, Teach me and I
may remember, Involve me and I
learn.
-Benjamin Franklin
With an aim to inculcate scientific
attitude among our young minds, DMA
has taken the initiative to conduct fun
filled science activities throughout the
year from the new session (20192020). The resource person Mr. Vivek
from My Stem Lab, along with his
team conducted the first activities of
the session for classes VII and VIII
students on 20th May 19. Each student
of classes VII and VIII were provided
with Hands-on educational kits to
explore, discover, innovate and learn to create Glider and Pressure Gauge. Class VII students enjoyed the making of glider and
learnt the concept of low and high pressure with speed and the various factors creating the pressure difference. The excitement
of the students knew no bounds as their gliders flew in the sky. Whereas in class VIII, students learnt different ways to measure
low, high and normal air pressure with the help of a device called pressure gauge. The students took their educational kit home so
as to share the experiences of the learning process.

SUPERSTAR- A WORKSHOP ON EDUCATOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
17th May, 2019
“Progress is impossible without change, And those who cannot change their minds cannot change anything.”
George Bernard Shaw
Ratna Sagar publication organised a workshop on “Superstar: Educator Development Program” for the staff members in DMA.
Eminent resource person Mr. Surya Narain Bahadur who has a wide experience of training and conducting workshops in
corporate management, presided over the session. During the session, the concepts of importance of team work, self-esteem,
preservation of nature, values, life skills, role of teachers and soft skills were explored and discussed. Thought provoking video
clips and slideshows depicting the value of team spirit ,mentorship, sharing, collaboration were showcased .The session was an
interactive and vibrant one with active participation of all staff members. The workshop equipped them to evolve as superstars
who could facilitate learners in the best possible ways.

Inter House Solo Dance Competition
25th May, 2019
“Dance is the hidden language of the soul”
This quote truly justifies the vibrant spirit of the
budding dancers of the Middle Wing who gracefully
competed with each other in the Inter House Solo
Dance Competition held in the school premises on
25th May, 2019.The competition provided the
students a chance to display their hidden talent and
the stage came alive when all the 12 contestants,
three from each house, staged spectacular dances.
The thrilling performances being an amalgam of
folk, western, classical and contemporary dances,
kept hold on the audience till the end of the show.
The choreography, rhythm, synchronization and
presentation of all the students were par excellence.
The spectators bore witness to the enthusiasm of
the young DMAites as they enthralled everyone
with their mesmerizing performance. The attractive
costumes and fluid dance movements made it tough
for the judges to rank the performance. In the
closely contested competition 1st position was
bagged by Shubhi Vashistha of Gandhi House for her
amazing performance, 2nd position by Aditi of
Tagore House and 3rd position was shared by
Sameer of Patel House and Nandini of Nehru House.

Inter House Solo Elocution Competition
25th May, 2019
With the aim of honing the speaking skills of the students an
Inter House Elocution Competition was also organized in the
school premises for classes IX to XII. The competition was
conducted in English as well as in Hindi language. Twenty four
talented participants from all the four houses exhibited their
oratory skills in three categories i.e. Poetry, Prose and Drama.
A healthy competitive spirit enlightened the faces of all the
participants. The poise, self-confidence and praiseworthy
articulation delivered by the speakers made the event a
benchmark for the fellow students. Winning the competition
was a matter of honour and pride not only for individual
participants but also for houses. In English the First position
was shared by Gandhi & Patel House, Tagore House bagged
the 2nd position and Nehru House stood 3rd whereas in Hindi
1st position was bagged by Patel House, Tagore House secured
2nd position and Gandhi House stood 3rd.
WORKSHOPS FOR STUDENTS
1ST-27TH May, 2019
DMA organised a number of motivational and career counselling workshops for making the students aware about the future
prospects available for them. The motivators and career counsellors who guided the students are: Col. Sanjeet Singh Sirohi,
Ms. Madhiha Shah Rasool, Mr. Amit Gupta, Dr. Vikrant Jawla, Dr. Poonam Devdutt, Sq. Ldr. Megha Poonia, Wing Cdr. Bedi and
Mr. A. K. Verma (Avanti).

PTM & Bidding Adieu
31st May, 2019
DMA welcomed the parents to the first PTM of the session to make them
aware of the development in the school infrastructure, the proposed
introduction of NCC and to discuss about the approaching Qualifying Exams.
Parents appreciated the efforts of the institution to provide its students
with the best facilities and opportunities. Parents were also apprised of
World Books, an initiative by DMA to provide its students world class online
resources in form of of ebooks, articles, reference books etc. Collaborative
partners.
Bidding Adieu to Mr. Vijay
The day also marked the day of retirement for Mr. Vijay, a member of the
support staff. He served the institution faithfully for 35 years. Honorable
Principal Madam felicitated him and thanked him for his tireless and
dedicated services to DMA. DMA family bid a fond adieu to Mr. Vijay with
due honour to him and his family.
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